The new Handheld ASET® offers true versatility. The new Handheld ASET® is a hybrid, combining the scientific accuracy of the first handheld and pleasing look of the second. Additionally, the refined ergonomics combined with light condition versatility make the Handheld ASET® a must have for the discriminating jeweler.

For a complete tutorial on the ASET and ASET theory please visit: www.agsaid.com
When you find yourself in optimal lighting, the outer cone provides scientific, repeatable results.

In less than optimal lighting, the outer cone is removed allowing available light to radiate through the precisely colored extrusion material. This makes the Handheld ASET® useful in any lighting condition.
To convert the Handheld ASET® simply unscrew the eyepiece, slide the cone and ring off, replace the eyepiece and you are ready to go.

To help position the diamond correctly, grip the diamond further down in the tweezers. Centering the diamond is important when evaluating light performance.